Releasing data in the form of trained neural networks with differential privacy promises meaningful anonymization. However, there is an inherent privacy-accuracy trade-off in differential privacy which is challenging to assess for non-privacy experts. Furthermore, local and central differential privacy mechanisms are available to either anonymize the training data or the learnt neural network, and the privacy parameter cannot be used to compare these two mechanisms. We propose to measure privacy through a black-box membership inference attack and compare the privacy-accuracy trade-off for different local and central differential privacy mechanisms. Furthermore, we need to evaluate whether differential privacy is a useful mechanism in practice since differential privacy will especially be used by data scientists if membership inference risk is lowered more than accuracy. We experiment with several datasets and show that neither local differential privacy nor central differential privacy yields a consistently better privacy-accuracy trade-off in all cases. We also show that the relative privacy-accuracy trade-off, instead of strictly declining linearly over , is only favorable within a small interval. For this purpose we propose ϕ, a ratio expressing the relative privacy-accuracy trade-off. from diverse domains, e.g., consumer matrices, social graphs, face recognition and health data. This methodology allows us to compare between LDP and CDP in terms of the privacy-accuracy trade-off, and to support data scientists in selecting DP mechanisms and privacy parameters.
Introduction
Deep neural networks have successfully been applied to a wide domain of learning problems where each problem requires its own specific set of training data, architecture and hyperparameters to achieve meaningful classification accuracy and foster generalization. In some domains data scientists have to deal with personally identifiable or sensitive information, which results in two challenges. First, legal restrictions might not permit collecting, processing and publishing certain data, such as with National Health Service data [4] . Second, based on information leakage by a published model membership inference [28, 15] and model inversion attacks [11, 30] are capable of identifying and reconstructing model training data. A mitigation to both problems is provided by anonymization during model training with differential privacy [7] . However, a data scientist has to chose between two differential privacy (DP) models: local differential privacy (LDP) [31] and central differential privacy (CDP). Both models rely on perturbation being applied either on the data (i.e., LDP) before any processing takes place or on the gradient update steps during training (i.e., CDP). Both approaches affect model accuracy depending on the degree of perturbation. The noise level can be calibrated for both perturbation methods by adjusting their respective privacy parameter . However, choosing too gently increases vulnerabilities to privacy attacks such as MI, or vice versa will significantly erode model accuracy. Thus, balancing the privacy-accuracy trade-off is an inherent problem especially for data scientists who are not experts in DP. Thus data scientists might be led to generally rule out LDP when designing differentially private neural networks due to accuracy concerns or the comparatively greater privacy parameters in LDP. In this work, we compare the privacy parameter by applying the MI Attack of Shokri et al. [28] in LDP and CDP settings for learning problems Definition 3 (Gaussian Mechanism [8] ) Let ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary. For c 2 > 2ln( 1.25 δ ), the Gaussian mechanism with parameter σ ≥ c ∆f gives ( , δ)-CDP, adding noise scaled to N (0, σ 2 ).
After T update steps, M nn outputs a differentially private weight matrix θ which is used by the prediction function h(·) of a neural network. A CDP gradient optimizer bounds the sensitivity of the computed gradients by a clipping norm C based on which the gradients get clipped before perturbation.
Since weight updates are performed iteratively during training, a composition of M nn is required until the the training step T is reached and the final private weights θ are obtained. For CDP we measure privacy decay under composition by tracking the noise levels σ we used to invoke the Gaussian mechanism. After training we transform and compose σ under Renyi differential privacy [21] , and transform the aggregate again to CDP. We chose this accumulation method over other advanced composition schemes (e.g., Advanced Composition or Moments Accountant [18, 1] ) since it provides tighter bounds for heterogeneous mechanism invocations.
Local DP
We refer to the perturbation of entries d ∈ D as local DP [31] . LDP is the standard choice when the server by which a function f (D) is evaluated is untrusted. We adapt the definitions of Kasiviswanathan et al. [19] to realize LDP by using local randomizers LR. In our analysis, we use a local randomizer to perturb each record d ∈ D independently. Since a record may contain multiple correlated features (e.g., pixels in an image, items in a preference vector) LR must be applied repeatedly which results in a sequentially increasing loss of privacy. A series of LR executions per record composes a local algorithm LA according to Definition 5. -local algorithms are -local differentially private [19] , where is a summation of all composed local randomizers' guarantees.
Definition 5 (Local Algorithm) An algorithm is -local if it accesses the database D via LR with the following restriction: for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |D|}, if LR 1 (i), . . . , LR k (i) are the algorithms invocations of LR on index i, where each LR j is an j -local randomizer, then 1 + . . . + k ≤ .
We perturb low domain data with randomized response [32] , a (composed) local randomizer which achieves = ln(3) LDP for a one-time collection of values from binary domains (e.g., {yes, no}) with two fair coins. I.e., retention of the original value with probability ρ = 0.5 and uniform sampling with probability 1 − ρ [9] .
In our evaluation we also look at image data for which we rely on the local randomizer by Fan [10] for LDP image pixelation. The randomizer applies the Laplace mechanism of definition 6 with scale λ = 255·m b 2 · to each pixel. Parameter m represents the neighborhood in which LDP is provided. Full neighborhood for an image dataset would require that any picture can become any other picture. As a rule of thumb providing DP within large neighborhood will require high values to retain meaningful image structure, and vice versa. High privacy will result in uniform random black and white images.
Definition 6 (Laplace Mechanism [8] ) Given a numerical query function f : DOM → R k , the Laplace mechanism with parameter λ = ∆ f is an -differentially private mechanism, adding noise scaled to Lap(λ, µ = 0).
Within this work we consider the use of LDP and CDP for deep learning along a generic data science process (e.g., CRISP-DM [33] ). In such processes a data owner (DO)'s dataset D is (i) transformed, and (ii) used to learn a model function h(·) (e.g., classification), which (iii) afterwards is deployed for evaluation by third parties. In the following h(·) will represent a neural network. DP is applicable at every stage in the data science process. In the form of LDP by perturbing each record d ∈ D, while learning h(·) centrally with a CDP gradient optimizer, or to the evaluation of h(·) by federated learning with CDP voting [23] . We focus on the data science process without collaboration and keep federated learning for future reference.
When applying DP in the data science process the privacy-accuracy trade-off is of particular interest. Similar to the evaluation of regularization techniques that apply noise to the training data to foster generalization (e.g., [13, 20, 14] we judge utility by the test accuracy of h(·). I.e., the accuracy of h(·) on test data after having learned h(·) from training data.
Membership Inference
MI attacks aim at identifying the presence of an individual record d by using a model trained on dataset D. While there are several MI attacks (cf. Section 7) this paper solely refers to the black-box MI attack against machine learning models by Shokri et al. [28] . Throughout this section we will first outline the MI attack and, second, illustrate how it can be used to assess LDP and CDP privacy parameters. For this discussion we use a set of notations that we also summarize in Table 1 for ease of reading.
Black-Box MI Attack
The black-box MI attack assumes an honest-but-curious Adversary A with access to a trained prediction function h(·) and predictions from h(·) (e.g., softmax confidence values). We refer to the trained ML model against which the MI attack is applied as target model. Within three steps the MI attack exploits that an ML classifier such as a neural network tends to classify a record d from the model's training dataset D train target with differing softmax confidence p(x)|h(x) to it's true label y in comparison to a record d ∈ D train target . First, data owner DO trains a ML model, target model, for some classification task with records from a dataset D train target . After training DO exposes the target model to the adversary A for inference tasks, e.g., through an API. Second, A trains copies of the target model w.r.t. structure and hyper-parameters, so called shadow models, on data statistically similar to D train target . It applies that |D train We find the described MI attack to be especially effective when some classes within the training data comprise a comparatively low number of records and the distribution is thus not balanced. We observed these small classes especially when learning models from sensitive or personal training data, such as the Labeled Faces in the Wild or Texas Hospital Stays dataset which we introduce in the next section. 
Evaluating CDP and LDP under MI
Considering that both DP and MI are tailored to the protection and identification of individual data records we argue for evaluating DP privacy by MI Attack precision and recall within this work and focus on two privacy questions: "How many records predicted as in are truly contained in the training dataset?" (precision), and "How many truly contained records are predicted as in?" (recall). We calculate A's MI precision and recall as the average score over the instances of all classes to ensure comparability to the results of Shokri et al. [28] .
We illustrated that DO has two options to apply DP within the data science process. Either LDP by applying a local randomizer on the training data and using the resulting LR(D train target ) for training, or central DP with a differentially private optimizer over D train target . However, choosing privacy parameters and comparing resulting privacy guarantees cannot straightforwardly be achieved. Instead we compare LDP and CDP by their concrete effect on an MI attack. While we consider the MI attack of Shokri et al. [28] our methodology is applicable to other MI attacks as well. Depending on the notion of privacy, the attack scheme described earlier in this section changes slightly. When examining CDP, we train both target and shadow models on the same datasets as would be used without any anonymization. However, a similar configured CDP optimizer is used during the training phase for target and shadow models. Adversary A obtains higher MI precision and recall when relying on an equally configured DP optimizer for shadow model training, compared to use of the non-DP optimizer for shadow model training. The LDP setup requires a local randomizer to perturb the training inputs for both target and shadow models. See Figure 1 and Figure 2 for comparison. A discussion limited to the privacy parameter , decoupled from the data, falls short and potentially leads data scientists to incorrect conclusions. Thus, data scientists give up flexibility w.r.t. applicable learning algorithms and may miss a favorable privacy-accuracy trade-off, if they rule out the use of LDP due to comparatively greater and instead solely investigate CDP (e.g., DP-SGD). We suggest comparing LDP and CDP privacy parameters by their privacy-accuracy trade-off measured by susceptibility to a MI attack.
We calculate the relative privacy-accuracy trade-off as the relative difference between DO's change in test accuracy to the change in MI precision resp. recall, and introduce a measure for quantification in the following. Efficient privacy-accuracy trade-offs in LDP or CDP must reduce A's susceptibility without sacrificing significant test accuracy for DO. In the following we define our measure w.r.t. MI precision. However, the definition is directly applicable to MI recall and will be used for MI precision and recall throughout this work.
Let prec orig be A's MI precision and acc orig be DO's original test accuracy, and let prec be A's MI precision and acc be DO's resulting test accuracy after application of LDP or CDP. Also, let acc base be the minimal test accuracy of 1/C and prec base be the minimal MI precision of 0.5 (e.g., random guessing). For the calculation of ϕ we will clip decreases below the baseline since these indicate an Adversary worse than random guessing. Normalizing yields Fully connected NN with three layers (512x128xC) [28] .
Predict patient's main procedure from the C ∈ {100, 150, 200, 300} most frequent procedures. We do not try to re-identify a known individual, and thus fully comply with the data use agreement for the original public use data file.
Purchases Shopping Carts [28] Balanced dataset. Per C ∈ {10, 20, 50, 100} the dataset comprises 200, 000 records and 600 features Fully connected NN with two layers (128 × C) [28] .
Classify purchases to one of C ∈ {10, 20, 50, 100} customer groups.
COLLAB [34] Unbalanced dataset. C = 3 and 5, 000 records. Each record represents a graph with 74 nodes and 2, 458 edges on average. The longest graphs persists of 2, 000 nodes.
Graph Convolutional
Network [35] Classify graphs to one of C = 3 scientific collaboration networks (e.g., Condensed Matter Physics).
Labeled Faces in the Wild [17] Unbalanced dataset.
For the topmost C ∈ {20, 50} classes the dataset comprises 2, 000 resp. 2, 800 250 × 250 greyscale images.
VGG-Very-Deep-16 CNN [24]
Classify faces to one of the topmost C ∈ {20, 50} labels (i.e., persons).
Skewed Purchases
Balanced dataset with a train and test skew. Per C ∈ {10, 20, 50, 100} the dataset comprises 200, 000 records and 600 features.
Fully connected NN with two layers (128 × C) [28] .
mitigation efficiency ϕ as stated below. Equation (2) requires prec orig − prec base = 0 and acc orig − acc base = 0, i.e., the original model is vulnerable to MI and yields meaningful test accuracy. ϕ = maximum decrease accuracy−actual decrease accuracy maximum decrease accuracy maximum decrease precision−actual decrease precision maximum decrease precision
ϕ quantifies the relative loss in accuracy in its numerator and the relative gains in privacy in its denominator for a given privacy parameter . Hence, ϕ presents the relative privacy-accuracy trade-off as a ratio which we seek to maximize. When the relative gain in privacy (lower MI precision or MI recall) exceeds the relative loss in accuracy ϕ will be > 1.
In contrast, if the loss in test accuracy exceeds the gain in privacy ϕ will be < 1.
Datasets and learning tasks
We evaluate five datasets w.r.t. their achievable privacy-accuracy trade-off under LDP and CDP. Each dataset is summarized in Table 2 . The datasets have been used in state-of-the-art literature on membership inference, graph classification and face recognition.
Texas Hospital Stays The Texas Hospital Stays dataset is an unbalanced dataset (i.e., varying amounts of records per label). Furthermore, the dataset consists of high dimensional binary vectors representing patient health features. Each record within the dataset is labeled with a procedure. The learning task is to train a fully connected neural network for classification of patient features to a procedure. We train and evaluate models for a set of most common procedures C ∈ {100, 150, 200, 300}. Depending on the number of procedures the dataset comprises 67, 330 -89, 815 records and 6, 170 -6, 382 features. To allow comparison to related work we train the target model on n = 10, 000 training records and use the remaining set of records for test data and shadow model training data.
Purchases Shopping Carts This dataset is also unbalanced and consists of binary vectors which represent customer shopping carts. However, a significant difference to the Texas Hospital Stays dataset is that the dimensionality (i.e., number of features) is almost 90% lower. Each vector is labeled with a customer group. Similar to the previous dataset, the learning task is to classify shopping carts to customer groups. The dataset is provided in four variations with varying numbers of different labels: C ∈ {10, 20, 50, 100}. The dataset consists of 200, 000 records. For this dataset we sample n = 6, 000 training records for the target model and leave the rest for test data and shadow model training. This methodology ensures comparability to related work.
While the previous two datasets represent real world data, they were altered (i.e., post-processed by clustering) by Shokri et al. [28] to evaluate their MI Attack. In addition, the datasets represent very similar learning tasks on high dimensional binary vectors for which simple model architectures suffice. To ensure diversity we consider two additional datasets for graph-and face classification, which come with complex reference architectures for deep learning. These reference architectures involve convolutional neural networks (CNN) that exploit locality of features. Hitaj et al. [16] found CNNs to be less susceptible to model inversion attacks against training data.
COLLAB The COLLAB dataset [34] consists of undirected social graphs stored as adjacency matrix. Each graph represents the ego-collaboration network of a researcher from one of three different fields, namely high energy, condensed matter or astro physics. The learning problem is to predict the correct research field per researcher from those C = 3 labels. We implement the graph classification architecture suggested by Zhang et al. [35] which consists of a Graph Convolution Network (GCN) for feature extraction and a final fully connected classifier. In between these two component, a sort-pooling layer is added to support classification of arbitrary graph sizes which we require to classify collaboration networks of different sizes from the COLLAB dataset. However, we omit the final dropout layer. Their model requires an adjacency matrix, a degree vector and a node feature matrix as inputs per graph. As COLLAB provides only adjacency matrices, we reuse the node degrees as feature vector to compensate for missing node feature matrices. The complete dataset contains 5, 000 entries with no separation into train and test splits. We choose to split all records into sets of 3, 500 training instances and 1, 500 testing examples. The maximum edge degree is 2, 000. For LDP we randomize all entries in the adjacency matrices with randomized response. This LDP approach achieves edge-local differential privacy, the plausible deniability of any connection within a graph. Randomized adjacency matrices are post-processed by modifying it such that every node has at least one edge to another node and it is symmetric. Yet, this might leave us with unconnected subgraphs.
Labeled Faces in the Wild The Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [17] dataset contains labeled images each depicting a specific person with a resolution of 250 × 250 pixels. The dataset has a long distribution tail w.r.t. to the number of images per label. We thus focus on learning the C = 20 and C = 50 classes with the highest number of records in the dataset and transform all images to greyscale. We start our comparison of LDP and CDP from a pre-trained VGG-Very-Deep-16 CNN faces model [24] by keeping the convolutional core, exchanging the dense layer at the end of the model and training for LFW greyscale faces. For LDP, we apply differentially private image pixelation within neighborhood m = √ 250 × 250 and avoid coarsening by setting b = 1. The pre-trained VGG is then trained on LDP images from the training dataset. For CDP we use the DP-Adam optimizer.
Skewed Purchases
We specifically crafted this dataset to mimic a situation for transfer learning, i.e., the application of a trained model to novel data which is similar to the training data w.r.t. format, but following a different distribution. For example, this situation arises for Purchases Shopping Carts, if not enough high quality shopping cart data for a specific retailer are available yet. Thus only few high quality data (e.g., manually crafted examples) can be used for testing and large amounts of low quality data from potentially differing distributions for training (e.g., from other retailers). In effect the distribution between train and test data varies for this dataset. Similar to Purchases Shopping Carts the dataset consists of 200, 000 records with 600 features and is available in four versions with C ∈ {10, 20, 50, 100} labels. However, each vector x in the training dataset X is generated by using two independent random coins to sample a value from {0, 1} per position i = 1, . . . , 600. The first coin steers the probability Pr[x i = 1] for a fraction of 600 positions per x. We refer to these positions as indicator bits (ind) which indicate products frequently purchased together. The second coin steers the probability Pr[x i = 1] for a fraction of 600 − ( 600 |C| ) positions per x. We refer to these positions as noise bits (noise) that introduce scatter in addition to ind. We let Pr ind [
This dataset has a difference in information entropy between test between test and train data of ≈ 0.3. The difference would be ≈ 0, if there is no skew. Figure 3 depicts the MI precision over the different training dataset distributions and a fixed test distributions, and illustrates that datasets with varying train and test distributions are actually more vulnerable to MI and thus potentially require stronger privacy parameters.
Experiments
We perform a single experiment per dataset. The experiment compares LDP and CDP under MI precision and recall instead of privacy paremeter . The experiment is analyzed through three sets of figures. First, by plotting test accuracy and MI precision and recall over , respectively. The three resulting graphs map to MI precision and recall, and test accuracy. We present this information for CDP per dataset in figures 4-8a,b,c and for LDP in figures 4-8e,f,g. Second, by comparing the achievable MI precision and recall over target model test accuracy in a scatterplot to identify of strictly better privacy-accuracy trade-offs per dataset. We present this information for LDP and CDP per dataset in figures 4-8i,j. Third, by calculating ϕ (cf. Equation (2) For all executions of the experiment CDP noise is sampled from a Gaussian distribution (cf. Definition 3) with σ = noise multiplier z × clipping norm C. We evaluate increasing noise regimes per dataset by evaluating noise multipliers z ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, 16} until model convergence per dataset and calculate the resulting at a fixed δ = 1 n . We denote the non-private, original MI precision and DO test accuracy as original. For LDP we use the same hyperparameters as in the original training and evaluate two local randomizers, namely randomized response and LDP image pixelation with the Laplace mechanism. For each randomizer we state the individual i per invocation (i.e., per anonymized value) and per record (i.e., collection of dependent values). We apply randomized response to all datasets except LFW with a range of privacy parameter values i ∈ {0.1, 1, 3, 5, 8} that reflect varying retention probabilities. For LFW we perturb each pixel with Laplace noise, and also investigate a wide range of resulting noise regimes by varying i . For ease of reading we provide the composed for LDP per dataset in Table 3 . Each experiment has been stabilized over five independent executions. We provide hyper-parameters for all experiments in Table 4 . Since we want to measure privacy w.r.t. original data, we solely show LDP results on D train target instead of LR(D train target ) for all experiments.
Texas Hospital Stays For Texas Hospital Stays we achieve an original target model test accuracy between ≈ 0.45-0.65 and MI precision between 0.75-0.85 depending on C. The use of DP-SGD with increasing noise multipliers results in privacy guarantees ∈ {10, 4.3, 2.8, 2, 1}. The MI precision and recall, and target model accuracies, over are depicted in Figures 4a, 4b , and 4c for CDP. A first observation is that the drop in DO's test accuracy is less steep than the drop in train accuracy. Furthermore, the decrease in accuracy is similar for any classification task C. However, it is observable that already at = 2 the test accuracy is close to the baseline of uniform guessing. For A's MI precision and recall we can observe that low are indeed not required since nearly perfect mitigation of both is achieved at = 4.3 for all C. However, DO indeed is paying a significant price for achieving mitigation since test accuracies are nearly cut in half over at = 4.3.
For LDP via randomized response DO's target model test accuracies over i are presented in Figure 4g . LDP also affects all classification tasks C similar and, compared to CDP, achieves a lower slope for the decrease of DO's test accuracy over i . However, The use of randomized response does to not keep-up with the use of DP-SGD w.r.t. DO's privacy. Figure 4e and 4f depict A's MI precision and outline that MI is only nearly mitigated at a small i = 0.1. Baseline  128  128  128  128  128  128  128  128  50  32  32  100  100  100  100  CDP  128  128  128  128  128  128  128  128  50  16  16  100  100  100  100  LDP  128  128  128  128  128  128  128  128  50  32  32  100  100  100  100   Epochs   Baseline  200  200  200  200  200  200  200  200  300  30  30  200  200  200  200  CDP  1000  1000  1000  1000  200  200  200  200  100  110  110  200  200  200  200  LDP  200  200  200  200  200  200  200  200  300  30  30  200  200  200  200 Orig. We provide a scatterplot of LDP and CDP MI precision and recall against test accuracy for the smallest classification task C = 100 and the largest classification task C = 300 in Figure 4i and 4j. Here, superior combinations of MI recall and test accuracy are achieved for LDP, while the points for MI precision and test accuracy are similar. Consequently, we observe from Figure 4h and 4d that the relative privacy-accuracy trade-off for LDP exceeds CDP efficiency in w.r.t. MI recall with ϕ ≈ 35 and 20 for C = 100 and 150. The privacy-accuracy trade-off for LDP and CDP MI precision and recall is most efficient from i = 0.1 to 1 and = 2 to 2.8, respectively.
Purchases Shopping Carts
We state the CDP MI precision and recall, and target model accuracie in figures 5a, 5b and 5c. For the Purchases dataset the DP-SGD noise multiplies result in ∈ {5.2, 2.3, 1.5, 1.1, 0.5}. Nearly perfect mitigation of MI precision and recall is achieved already at = 5.2, and any < 5.2 only lowers A's MI recall. Thus, A increasingly refrains from labeling records as "in" as the classification confidence values decrease over . Again, the decreases in test accuracy are similar for all classification C. 2  0  2  4  6  8  10  12  14 C=10, prec C=10, rec C=20, prec C=20, rec C=50, prec C=50, rec C=100, prec C=100, rec target . Finally, reasonable MI mitigation is achieved at i = 0.1. We again present the test accuracies over i for randomized response in Figure 5g . The slope of decrease in test accuracy is small in contrast to the DP-SGD until i = 3, and then increases significantly for i < 3. Thus leading to poor test accuracies under this privacy regime.
We illustrate MI precision and recall arranged in scatterplots for C = 10 and C = 100 in Figure 5i and 5j. While LDP in contrast to CDP yields lower MI precision at similar test accuracy for C = 10, CDP is becoming superior w.r.t. to MI precision as the complexity of the classification task grows to C = 100. In contrast, the privacy-accuracy trade-off for MI recall is superior under LDP for C = 10 and ≤ 3, and C = 100 for < 3.
The relative privacy-accuracy trade-off for CDP is depicted in Figure 5d . Two efficiency optima for ϕ can be observed: for C ∈ {10, 20, 50} and C = 100. While the main decrease in A's MI precision is already occurring for high , and thus ϕ is high in general, the two efficiency optimal configurations still provide test accuracies well above the baseline and further decrease A's MI precision. A more stronger differentiation between low and high C is occurring under LDP as depicted in Figure 5h . For MI precision all C = 10 remain close to ϕ = 1 due to the comparatively higher MI Precision and lower test accuracy. In contrast, for MI recall increases over i , peaking at ϕ ≈ 30 for i = 1 and C ≥ 20.
COLLAB The reference architecture results in a target model test accuracy of 0.65, and MI precision and recall of ≈ 0.6 and ≈ 0.75, respectively. The use of the DP-Adam optimizer on this dataset results in ∈ {6.1, 2.6, 1.7, 1.2, 0.6} for CDP. Again, MI precision and recall, and target model accuracies are presented by figures 6a, 6b and 6c. The MI precision gets diminished to ≈ 0.5 already at the second smallest noise multiplier with = 2.6. Furthermore, MI recall is reduced to the baseline at 0.5 over all privacy parameters except = 1.2, which consistently produces an outlier. However, there is an observable trend over .
The LDP MI precision and recall, and target model accuracies are depicted on figures 6e, 6f and Figure 6g . LDP neither reaches the baseline for MI precision or recall even with the a small i = 0.1. However, at this privacy parameter LDP results in a large decrease of test accuracy. MI recall is comparably more unstable, and only decreases slightly over i .
The scatterplots in Figure 6i underline that for this dataset CDP yields lower MI precision and recall at similar test accuracy for almost all datapoints. We account this to the comparatively weak privacy notion of edge local differential privacy that was achieved under LDP. Figure 6d and 6h state ϕ for CDP and LDP. Here, CDP and LDP and i only have a small, quickly converging effect on MI precision and recall and consequently DO can argue to select high , i .
LFW We have to diverge from previous experiments for the calculation of CDP for this dataset since the training data n for C = 50 is larger than for C = 20, and thus the same noise multiplier results in lower for C = 50. We state the corresponding privacy parameters in Table 5 .
For CDP with DP-Adam Figure 7a states A's MI precision. Here, we mainly observe differences between C = 50 and C = 20 w.r.t. the original MI precision. While for C = 20 the original MI precision is initially at the baseline and slightly increases for small noise regimes. In contrast we notice the effect of a larger training set size n for C = 50 where the baseline MI precision is close to 0.7 and already overcome at a low privacy regime. This effect is amplifying even more for larger C, which we however omit due to space constraints. A's recall is stated in Figure 7b and initially high for C=20 and 50 at ≈ 0.75 and ≈ 1.0, respectively. CDP already decreases the number of true positives already 
16
C=20, prec C=20, rec C=50, prec C=50, rec Figure 7c states the target model train and test accuracy over the previously introduced noise regimes. We see that CDP closes the test-train gap for both datasets already at small noise regimes (i.e., high ). Furthermore, the initially large drop in both train and test accuracy is converging fast and even at high privacy regimes (i.e., low ) the models for C = 20 and C = 50 stay well above their baseline accuracies.
We again present the LDP MI precision and recall over i in figures 7e and 7f. MI precision and recall are lowered significantly below their respective baselines over i , an effect which we did not observe for any dataset before. The fact that A indeed does achieve higher MI precision and recall when executing an MI Attack against LR(D train target ) instead of D train target ) leads us to assume that the MI Attack applied by A learned to exploit false features during training due to the change between train and test data caused by the application of LDP on the images. However, the MI attack against LR(D train target ) is not reflecting an accurate privacy evaluation w.r.t. original training records. For LDP target model accuracies in Figure 7g we indeed observe that the structural change which LDP image pixelation causes leads to quick losses in test accuracy and a widening train-test-gap. This gap closes again only at very strong perturbation at i ≤ 10.
In the scatterplots provided in Figure 7i and 7j for C = 20 and 50 we observe that LDP spans a more favorable curve for MI recall. We state the CDP ϕ in Figure 7d . Due to the low baseline for C = 20 we observe ϕ < 1 for MI precision throughout all noise multipliers. However, we indeed observe that MI recall is efficiently mitigated for C = 20, with the CDP MI recall efficiency peak at ϕ ≈ 16 for noise multiplier 8. In contrast, for C = 50 ϕ indeed supports DO for MI precision and recall by pointing out that the most efficient choices are already realized between the noise multipliers 4 and 6 for MI recall and MI precision. Note that ϕ = 16 for MI recall. Figure 7h depicts the relative privacy-accuracy trade-off for LDP. Since test accuracy actually slightly increases for C = 20 and MI precision remains at baseline under i = 10, 000 ϕ is initially acceptable. For C = 50 efficient are observed for i = 1, 000, where ϕ ≈ 30 for MI recall and thus even exceeds CDP. C=10, prec C=10, rec C=20, prec C=20, rec C=50, prec C=50, rec C=100, prec C=100, rec Skewed Purchases The effect which we observed for LDP on the LFW dataset let us to further analyze differing distributions between train and test data. This effect is for example encountered when insufficient high quality data for training is initially available and reference data that potentially follows a different distribution has to be acquired for first training.
In comparison to Purchases Shopping Carts CDP results in stronger privacy guarantees ∈ {3.5, 1.6, 1, 0.8, 0.4} which are due to differences in batch size and training epochs between both datasets. Figure 8a states the changes in MI precision over privacy guarantees . While for the simple classification tasks C ∈ {10, 20} MI precision remains at the original even over all , for C = 50 MI precision drops close to the baseline at 0.53 already for = 3.5. In contrast, has only a small effect on MI recall as depicted in Figure 8b . The baseline is solely reached for C ∈ {50, 100} at = 0.4. Figure 8c presents target model accuracies over . The decrease in test accuracy is comparatively stronger for C ∈ {10, 20} due to the low initial baseline for C ∈ {10, 20}. CDP comes indeed at a heavy cost on this dataset: DP-SGD weakens A's MI precision while significantly lowering DO's test accuracy.
We state MI Precision and recall for over i for LDP in Figures 8e and 8f . While MI precision is not much affected for C = 100 until i = 1, MI recall is solely affected by LDP at a strong i = 0.1 and C ∈ {10, 20}. Figure 8g indicates that DO's test accuracy in LDP is robust to noise under randomized response especially for classification tasks for which n is much larger than the dimensionality l of the training data per class (e.g., C ∈ {10, 20}). For C ∈ {10, 20} randomized response solely affects DO's test accuracy under a strong i = 0.1 in contrast to C ∈ {50, 100} at i = 5. For C ∈ {10, 20} we observe a regularization effect from randomized response which generalizes D train target towards D test target . Here, the test-train-gap narrows due to increasing test accuracy. Thus, the 3  3  3  3  8  8  8  8  5 n/a 10, 000 5 5 5 5
CDP lower 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 1.1 1.1 0.6 n/a 0.4 n/a n/a n/a n/a upper 10 10 10 10 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 6.1 n/a 3.9 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a confidence values also become similar and impede A's attack model in distinguishing predictions from D train and D test . Finally resulting in a decreasing MI recall.
Again we provide scatterplots for C = 10 and 100 in Figure 8i and 8j. A meaningful relative privacy-accuracy trade-off for MI precision and recall is only achieved under LDP for under C = 10 and 20. For C = 10, i = 0.1 LDP trumps = 3.5 CDP. Figure 8d illustrates that Skewed Purchases is the only dataset where almost all ϕ ≤ 1 for MI recall and precision under CDP. This observation supports our first impression that CDP impacts DO's test accuracy stronger than A's MI precision and recall. For LDP we observe high ϕ in Figure 8h for C ∈ {10, 20} and strong i ≤ 1. ϕ is ≈ 50 for MI recall at i = 0.1. However, these high efficiency values are mainly due to an increasing test accuracy over i at small decreases in MI recall and precision.
Discussion
In the following we formulate findings based on the results from our experiment.
Privacy parameter alone is unsuited to compare and select mechanisms We consistently observed that while in LDP is higher by a factor of hundreds or even thousands in comparison to CDP, the protection against A's MI precision is actually not considerably weaker. For instance, the minimal MI precision for Texas Hospital Stays are within a distance of 0.1 for all C at CDP = 1 and LDP = 683. For Purchases Shopping Carts the MI precision is for example equivalent for LDP and CDP on C = 10, and only slightly higher for LDP on C = 100 at CDP = 1.1 and LDP = 60. We also observed a similar combination of MI precision and test accuracy on LFW at C = 50 for the privacy parameters = 2 CDP and = 62.5 × 10 5 LDP. Thus, we note that assessing privacy solely based on falls short. Given the results of the previous sections we would rather encourage Data Scientists to communicate risk measured under a specific threat model, such as membership inference, in addition to privacy parameter .
LDP and CDP result in differing privacy-accuracy curves Our methodology allowed us to evaluate a wide area of privacy regimes in CDP and LDP. We observed for most datasets that the resulting privacy-accuracy combinations are very different for LDP and CDP. Furthermore, we observed for Texas Hospital Stays, Purchases Shopping Carts and LFW that MI recall is comparatively lower at similar accuracy for LDP. For instance, for Purchases Shopping Carts we observe comparatively better MI recall and accuracy combinations for LDP between LDP = 1800 and = 60 than we do for most CDP . The same observation holds for Texas Hospital Stays at LDP ≤ 18000 and ≤ 6830 for C = 100 and 300, respectively. Also LDP yields comparatively lower MI recalls for LFW at ≤ 1000.
The relative privacy-accuracy trade-off is favorable within a small interval Table 6 and 7 present summaries of lower and upper and i between which ϕ > 1 w.r.t. MI precision and recall, respectively. While the lower and upper boundaries for MI precision and recall are similar for CDP, most intervals are extending between MI precision and recall for LDP. This underlines that the change that LDP causes in the training data distribution especially affects MI recall. For LFW the high variety in the training images even pushed A's MI precision and recall below baseline.
Note that for ϕ 1, which we assume to be a requirement for the use of either LDP or CDP in learning tasks with demand for high test accuracy and low MI precision or recall, the interval between lower and upper and i is becoming drastically shorter for all datsets, if achievable at all. In the course of this work observed MI precision ϕ 1 mainly for CDP, with the exception of Skewed Purchases and LFW C = 20 where ϕ > 1 (i.e., decreasing MI precision more than test accuracy) could not be achieved. In contrast, for MI Recall we observed ϕ 1 more often under LDP.
Privacy decay and ensemble learning Note that we trained a single target model within this work and did not empirically evaluate ensembles of models which are found in practice. In such ensembles the attack surface would widen from a single target model to all ensemble target models. Furthermore, the privacy loss would also accumulate over all ensemble target models when assuming that training data is reused between ensemble models. Here, we see one architectural benefit of LDP: flexibility. LDP training data can be used for all ensemble models without widening the attack surface in contrast to CDP.
Related Work
Our work is related to differentially private neural networks, attacks against the confidentiality of the underlying training data of machine learning models, and interpretation of the privacy parameter in neural network training.
Central differential privacy is a common approach to realize differentially private neural networks by adding noise to the gradients during model training. Foundational approaches for perturbation with the differentially private gradient descent during model training were provided by Song et al. [29] and Bassily et al. [3] . Shokri et al. [27] formulate a protocol for federated learning with CDP. Multiple participants improve a global model locally on their own data and share perturbed gradient updates. A potential limitation of their CDP federated learning protocol that noise is added per parameter which leads to high . Abadi et al. [1] introduce the Moments Accountant composition theorem and a novel implementation of the DP-SGD, which in combination allow model training under a modest privacy budget. Their released tensorflow package is used for our CDP experiments.
Fredrikson et al. [11, 12] formulate model inversion attacks that use a target model's softmax confidence values to reconstruct training data per label. The reconstructed data represents crafted training examples that are classified with high confidence, i.e., training examples carrying the identifying (average) features for a given class. In contrast, the field of MI attacks addresses the task of identifying individuals in a dataset (e.g., [26, 2] ). Hayes et al. [15] contribute MI attacks against generative adversarial models. Similar to our work they evaluate DP as mitigation. While we use DP-SGD and LDP for feed-forward neural networks, their work addresses generative models and adds Gaussian noise at the discriminator, which leads to poor accuracy at strong privacy levels. Shokri et al. [22] formulate an optimal mitigation against their MI attack [28] by using adversarial regularization. By applying the MI attack gain as a regularization term to the objective function of the target model, a non-leaking behavior is enforced w.r.t. MI. While their approach protects against their MI adversary, DP mitigates any adversary with arbitrary background information.
Carlini et al. [5] suggest exposure as a metric to measure the extend to which neural networks memorize sensitive information (e.g., credit-card numbers). Similar to our work, they apply DP for mitigation. We agree that the desire to measure memorization of secrets is promising, however, in this work we focus on attacks against machine learning models targeting identification of members of the training dataset. In an empirical study, Rahman et al. [25] applied the black-box MI attack against DP-SGD models to CIFAR-10 and MNIST. We additionally consider LDP and a wider rider range of datasets. In contrast to our work Rahman et al. evaluate the severity of MI Attack by MI accuracy and the F1-score which results in numerically higher scores. The difference becomes visible for MI scores on MNIST. For example, whereas Shokri et al. [28] identify MNIST models to be rather immune (i.e., MI precision ≈ .0.5) against MI for n ≥ 10, 000, Rahman et al. argue for MI vulnerability since accuracy and F1-score are above baseline. We suggest the relative ratio of loss in accuracy and privacy, ϕ, to measure the relative privacy-accuracy trade-off.
Conclusion
This work compared local and central Differential Privacy mechanisms for achieving differentially private deep learning under a membership inference threat model. The comparison comprises membership inference precision and recall, and test accuracy, to support data scientists and other non-privacy experts in choosing among available DP mechanisms for neural networks, and selecting the privacy guarantee . The ratio ϕ over the relative loss in test accuracy and the relative loss in MI precision measures the relative privacy-accuracy trade-off. Our experiments on learning problems from diverse domains, e.g. consumer matrices, social graphs, face recognition and health data show that data scientists need to take care when choosing DP mechanisms in order to optimize the privacy-accuracy trade-off.
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